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Real effects of financial innovation

• Context and motivation
– A particular type of financial innovation …

• Why credit cards? Macro
– Small in the macro scheme of credit
– Study card offers for the most marginal borrowers

• Micro: how do issuers use information?
– More, but still asymmetric: card issuers may know 

more about borrowers than borrowers know about 
themselves

– Do issuers exploit behavioral biases, respond to 
credit constraints, and/or manage risk?
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Macro: in the US, most consumer debt is housing-based
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Macro: non-housing debt
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• Largest categories are 
student loans and auto 
loans.

• Credit cards are < $1 
trillion, or ~ 7% of 
household debt.

• But … short term 
(revolving), terms are 
adjustable, and 
widespread (about ¾ of 
households have at 
least 1 card).



Cyclical properties
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These properties 
translate to strong 
cyclical variation 
compared to other 
forms of credit –



The importance of non-price credit rationing
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• Like other credit 
markets, despite low 
rates, credit availability 
shrank post-crisis.

• Non-price rationing to 
less-credit-worthy 
borrowers

• The paper examines 
how issuers use non-
price features 
differentially.



Credit expansion/shrinkage at the extensive 
margin
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Card design

• Good attributes: EXCELLENT!
• Normal attributes: OK
• Negative attributes:

You’re going to be sorry
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More interesting: how does design vary with education? 
NB: why not shroud for everyone?
Is there a penalty for shrouding and being found out?



How do card issuers change credit over the 
cycle?
• Passively change spreads as costs change?

– No, partial pass through and fee adjustment
– Distribution of fees changes

• Up-front, annual fees select for high quality borrowers 
(MILES)

• Late, backloaded fees apply to lower quality borrowers
• Liquidity constraints? Unlikely – education matters, even 

controlling for income
• Exploiting myopia, over-optimism, other behavioral 

biases?
• Managing risk? – issue credit with guardrails to riskiest 

customers.
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How do card issuers change credit over the 
cycle?

Max{[(debt*spread)+ fees]*[1-Prdefault(debt,spread,fees)]}

Max wrt fees => (1- Prdefault) = ∗ 	

– The classic problem of setting rates also applies to fees.
– If too high, may induce default and truncate payments.
– Hence, backward bending supply (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981).
– Issue credit offer with low rate and high late fees => attract 

borrowers and keep them on track for repayment.
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Credit cards over the cycle: rising Fed Funds 
rate
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Partial pass through to rates, annual fees.  But less so for less educated borrowers, and 
instead increase late, over-limit fees (backloaded). Year effects should control for 
business cycle, but nonlinearity for less educated (more cyclical) borrowers?



Credit cards over the cycle: Unemployment insurance
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Little average effect on rates, annual fees; higher late fees and more intro rates.
Unemployment is of little risk to average borrower => risk is for marginal borrowers.



Credit cards over the cycle: Unemployment insurance
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Low education is a risk factor for 
unemployment.

Unemployment insurance increases 
with the state-level unemployment 
rate.

Low ed * UI may be measuring risk.



Credit cards over the cycle: Unemployment insurance
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• Panel B: for less educated 
borrowers, offered rates fall and 
late fees rise as benefits rise.

• May reflect both unemployment 
and the increase in benefits.

• Benefits rise => high risk 
borrowers are less likely to default; 
issuers offer lower rates, higher 
backloaded fees.

• Issuers offer credit, but with “guard 
rails”

• Importantly, does not appear to be 
additionally shrouded.



Conclusions

• Credit card lessons for macro – especially at the 
extensive margin.

• Non-price terms are allocative (broader warning)
• Non-price credit rationing

– Undermines the impact of pricing (traditional 
monetary policy)

– Are they determined by 
• Discriminatory fee extraction?
• Risk management
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